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Global Convertible Opportunities Fund
Managing Risk Over Market Cycles Using a Low-Volatility Equity Strategy
Calamos Global Institutional Convertible Composite

»»  The Calamos Global Convertible
ANNUALIZED RETURNS (%)

Opportunities Fund seeks equity-like
performance over full market cycles while
reducing equity-market risk.
»»  The result: The Calamos Global Institutional
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Convertible Composite has outperformed the
benchmark with a beta of 0.66 and alpha of

-4.97

4.41% since composite inception (9.68% vs.
-18.07

5.99% for the MSCI World Index).
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WHAT IS LOW VOLATILITY EQUITY?

We view the Global Convertible Opportunities
Fund as a low-volatility equity strategy in
which we aim to achieve equity-like returns
with lower risk (beta less than 1) than the
broad equity market over market cycles. In
this fund, we aim to achieve lower volatility
by investing in convertible securities that,
like equities, have the potential for capital
appreciation and, like bonds, offer potential
for interest income and downside protection.
There is no assurance that a fund will achieve
or deliver low volatility results.
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Past Performance is no guarantee of future results.
Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance quoted. The principal value and return of an investment will fluctuate so that your shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost.
There is no assurance that the fund will achieve or maintain its investment objective.
The data above represents the unaudited performance of certain Calamos institutional composites. Although Calamos Global Convertible Opportunities Fund, with its launch date of 27/11/2007, is managed by the same investment team utilising
the same investment process as the composites, performance data quoted represents past performance of the composites, and may not be a reliable guide to the future performance of Calamos Global Convertible Opportunities Fund. Composite
returns are gross of fees. Net of fees, returns would be lower. Logarithmic scales can be useful when looking at performance data over a long period of time. Common percent changes are represented by an equal spacing between the numbers
in the scale. For example, the distance between $1 and $2 is equal to the distance between $2 and $4 because both scenarios represent a 100% increase in price. For standard performance information please see the next page. Source: Calamos
Advisors LLC, RBC and Mellon Analytical Solutions, LLC.
This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to invest in the Fund. It is directed only at professional/sophisticated investors and it is for their use and information. This document should not be shown or given to retail investors. Any entity
responsible for forwarding this material to other parties takes responsibility for ensuring compliance with the financial promotion rules.
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Global Convertible Opportunities Fund: A Risk-Managed Approach to Equities
The Global Convertible Opportunities Fund provides investors with a core global allocation that historically has lower volatility than the global equity market. The fund combines equities and equity-linked
securities with the aim of maintaining a balance of risk and reward through full market cycles. As we focus on managing volatility, we attempt to participate in a greater portion of equity market upside than
downside. As shown below, since inception the fund has outperformed the benchmark with lower risk.
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The data above represents the unaudited performance of certain Calamos institutional composites. Although Calamos Global Convertible Opportunities Fund,
with its launch date of 27/11/2007, is managed by the same investment team utilising the same investment process as the composites, performance data quoted
represents past performance of the composites, and may not be a reliable guide to the future performance of Calamos Global Convertible Opportunities.
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Performance data quoted represents past performance, and may not be a reliable guide to future results. Performance data quoted does not include the Fund’s
maximum 5% front-end sales charge. Had it been included, the Fund’s returns would have been lower. Performance shown reflects the management fee. All
performance shown assumes reinvestment of dividends and capital gains distributions. See “Important Information” below for more information.

Important Information. Portfolios are managed according to their respective strategies which may differ significantly in terms of security holdings, industry weightings, and asset allocation from
those of the benchmark(s). Portfolio performance, characteristics and volatility may differ from the benchmark(s) shown. Average annual total return measures net investment income and capital
gain or loss from portfolio investments as an annualised average. All performance shown assumes reinvestment of dividends and capital gains distributions. The Fund also offers Class C and X
shares, the performance of which may vary.
Performance shown reflects the management fee. The “Since Inception” total return start date for the indexes and risk reward characteristics information is 30/11/07, since comparative index
data is available only for full monthly periods. The “Since Inception” start date for the Fund is 27/11/07.
In regard to the historical performance information, returns presented from 1/10/1996 through 31/12/2008 reflect the Calamos Global Opportunities Composite which is an actively managed
composite primarily investing in a globally diversified portfolio of equity, convertible and fixed-income securities, with equal emphasis on capital appreciation and current income. The composite
has an inception date of 1/10/1996 and includes all fully discretionary fee paying accounts of $500,000 or more, including those no longer with the Firm.
Returns net of fees include the investment advisory fee charged by Calamos Advisors LLC. Returns greater than 12 months are annualised. All performance shown assumes reinvestment of
dividends and capital gains distributions. Sources for performance data: Calamos Advisors LLC, State Street Corporation and Mellon Analytical Solutions, LLC.
Calamos Global Convertible Fund is a sub-fund of Calamos Global Funds PLC, an investment company with variable capital incorporated with limited liability in Ireland (registered number
444463), and is authorised and regulated by the Irish Financial Regulator as an Undertaking for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (“UCITS”). The Company is a recognised scheme in
the U.K. for the purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, but is not authorised under such Act and therefore investors will not be entitled to compensation under the U.K. Financial Services Compensation Scheme. Calamos Global Funds PLC has been established as an umbrella fund with segregated liability between subfunds and is authorized pursuant to the European
Communities (Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities) Regulations 2003 as amended. Calamos Investments LLP, is authorized and regulated by the Financial Services
Authority, and is the distributor of the Calamos Global Funds PLC.
The Fund is offered solely to non-U.S. investors under the terms and conditions of the Funds’ current prospectus. The prospectus contains important information about the Funds and should be
read carefully before investing. A copy of the prospectus may be obtained by contacting the local Paying Agent listed by jurisdiction, or through the Funds’ Transfer Agent, RBC Investor Services
Ireland Limited.
Important Fund Risk Information. An investment in the Fund is subject o risks, and you could lose money on your investment in the F und.There can be no assurance that the Fund will achieve its
investment objective. The risks associated with an investment in the Fund can increase during times of significant market volatility. The Fund also has specific principal risks, which are described
below. More detailed information regarding these risks can be found in the Fund’s prospectus.
The MSCI World Index is a market capitalisation weighted index representative of the market structure of developed market countries in North America, Europe, and the Asia/Pacific region.
Beta is a historic measure of a fund’s relative volatility, which is one of the measures of risk; a beta of 0.5 reflects 1/2 the market’s volatility as represented by the Fund’s primary benchmark, while
a beta of 2.0 reflects twice the volatility.

For more information on the Global
Convertible Opportunities Fund, please
visit www.calamos.com/global.
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